
Music
Please read this article https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/music/399978. Afterward,

please fill in the blanks with the missing word or words from the article.

1. Music is a group of sounds that people have arranged in a pleasing or ____________

way.

2. All cultures of the world make some form of_________.

3. Music can be simple—for example, one person ___________ out a beat on a log

drum or singing a children’s song.

4.Music can also be complex—for example, hundreds of ___________ playing together

for hours.
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5. All music includes basic elements, or parts. The main elements of music are

______________, _______________, _______________, and_______________.

6. Rhythm describes the ____________ of musical sounds.
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7. The most important part of rhythm is the pulse, or______________. When you tap

your foot to a song you like, you are tapping out the beat.

8. The ____________ of the beats is called the tempo.

9. The ___________ of the beats is called the meter. Drums help other instruments and

voices keep the rhythm in many songs.

10 Melody is a series of different __________, or sounds, in a piece of music.

11. The highness or lowness of a tone is called its____________.

12. Musicians describe different tones with the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, and_____.

13. Harmony takes place when people play or sing ___________one tone at the same

time.

14. Groups of tones played together are called______________.

15. ________________ is the way that people put rhythm, melody, and harmony

together.



16. They use certain symbols, called___________, to indicate the tones to be played or

sung.

17. These numbers and symbols are known as _______________.

18 People use their voice to ___________.

19. To make other kinds of music they use many different ___________________.
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